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“ … so is the will of a living 
daughter curbed by the 
will of a dead father”

Portia, 1.2.22-24

1) OED

2) EEBO keyword search

3) EEBO context

4) Testing the OED

An Assignment for a Freshman Seminar on Shakespeare



Follow-Up to EEBO assignment

1) Trip to Rare Book Library at Penn

2) Midterm Paper

1608 Geneva Bible with Book of 
Common Prayer

Expose students to language as historical process

Contextualize Shakespeare in Renaissance England

Facsimiles vs books as physical objects: what can we learn?

Put what they’ve learned to use in a paper that illuminates a play





DEEP EEBO

metadata facsimile

narrow     comprehensive

analytic archival











DEEP Scavenger Hunt

1)  How many professional plays were first produced before 1610 but not printed until 1630 or later?  

How many of these plays contain paratextual material? 

Read the paratextual material in a few of these plays, including any addresses to the reader, 
prologues, epilogues, dedications, etc. (Note: DEEP will not give you the texts themselves; 
you should use EEBO to read them, or see if they are available in the rare book library). 
Do the paratexts address the fact that the plays are “old”? In what ways? 

What hypotheses might you formulate based on your findings? How would you go about 
investigating them further?

An Assignment Using DEEP for Upper-Level Students



Search: First produced before 1610, but not first printed until 1630 or later, and 
containing paratextual material of any kind



DEEP EEBO

metadata facsimile

narrow     comprehensive

analytic archival

Introduces students to the kinds of research on printed plays that scholars do

Allows students to immediately jump to high-level research

Integrates knowledge about primary sources with reading of primary sources


